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Official WhereAt Whitepaper, last updated April 2023

WhereAt: Bringing reviews toWeb3
We reward users for participating in the leisure economy

WhereAt is built around life's experiences and visiting exciting places together!
We are the first project to effectively bring this community feeling to web3 with a
revolutionary Rate2Earn (R2E) concept.

Our Vision
A thriving food, drink, and leisure economy driven by community social awareness.

Our Goal
WhereAt’s goal is to deliver guaranteed enjoyment while out with friends and family, through
transparent, active, and purposeful venue rating.



The Situation

28% of customers admitted that they have stood or parked outside an establishment while
checking reviews to decide whether or not to go in.

- Podium, 2021 state-of-online-reviews

People today expect readily available, honest, open, and complete information on places they
intend to visit. They look for unbiased information that helps them find the right venue for the right
occasion. This process evolved throughout web1 and web2, where people routinely refer to real
user reviews as a source of reliable guidance to help themmake their outing decisions. Honest
reviews from people who have visited a venue provide insights into the quality, reliability, and
value of these venues. These days it would be almost unthinkable to book a table at a restaurant
without searching for online reviews.

The Review Economy

BrightLocal’s local consumer survey shows that 91% of consumers between the ages of 18 to 34
are big believers in online reviews, trusting them as much as personal recommendations.



Online reviews are the cornerstone of transparency in our digital age. They are the foundation of
trust building and quality checking, based on the decentralized nature of information since the
coming of the public internet. Reviews are multifaceted in that they guide consumers in choosing
desired services; inform companies on areas of improvement or areas of excellence, and allow
people to share their genuine micro-tips and opinions.

Information asymmetry is a massive issue in any online search since business owners are aware
of any issues, but customers are not. Online reviews solve this.

The review market is currently being dominated by 4 companies, holding 88% of all reviews.
According to an analysis by ReviewTrackers, Google (73%), Yelp (6%), Facebook (3%), and
Tripadvisor (3%) determine our online consumption of digital word-of-mouth information.

Some amazing statistics:
● Yelp receives 26,830 new reviews per minute
● Yelp had a total of 244 million reviews in 2021
● Over 178 million people visit Yelp every month
● Tripadvisor passed one billion reviews in 2022
● Tripadvisor had a pre-Covid annual revenue stream topping $1 billion
● In 2020, Google had to remove 55 million reviews

When looking at the market as a whole, a study conducted by New Oxford Economics shows that
the review economy has grown to a $5 trillion market and is expected to experience an annual
growth of 25% over the next 5 years.

This might not be surprising, considering there are more than 15 million restaurants in the world,
around 55,000 museums globally, and more than 1300 bars and pubs in the city of London alone!
This presents a lot of opportunities to interact with venues worldwide.

It is clear that the review economy has a massive impact on human behavior. The number of
reviews, the existence of negative reviews, average star ratings, review frequency, and date & time
- in relation to consumer experience, are all review-related factors that are of importance and
contribute to this growing market. Despite this positive growth, the review economy faces some
dark challenges.



Unreliable and Fake Reviews

67% of consumers think fake reviews are a problem.
- Agility PR

It is estimated that 10% to 30% of all submitted reviews are fake
- 100 Reviews

There is a dark side that is widely discussed within the industry but rarely made public to
consumers: fake reviews. In 2014, TripAdvisor was slapped with a $600,000 fine in Italy for fake
reviews, but it didn’t seem to have put an end to the larger problem. Nearly seven in ten
consumers now say authenticity is a growing problem. Not surprisingly, the largest platform -
Google, reported the greatest percentage (10.7%) of fake reviews. Next, by percentage, were Yelp
(7.1%), Tripadvisor (5.2%), and Facebook (4.9%).

These staggering numbers are caused by businesses that try to boost their ratings by leaving
positive reviews for themselves and/or negative ones for their competitors while pretending that
the reviews were left by real customers. This is known as astroturfing. Businesses also pay people
for fake reviews. Payments range from around 25 cents to $100 per extremely positive review.
There are online private groups for marketplaces, where buyers are solicited to purchase products
and leave five-star reviews, in exchange for a full refund and in some cases even a commission
ranging from $5-10+.

The economic impact here is immense. The direct influence of fake online reviews on global online
spending is around $152 billion, as estimated by the World Economic Forum. Statistics show that
the fake review industry keeps growing. Agencies around the world are offering services to bump
up the number of reviews or provide fixed packages for buying reviews. Even trading of fake online
reviews between businesses has become increasingly common with online groups. In a blog post,
Amazon requested social media companies to keep fake reviews under control by keeping a
lookout for groups that are used to perpetuate fake reviews.



A Sift consumer survey shows that 85% of consumers believed the reviews they read were
"sometimes or often fake". In a Bazaarvoice consumer survey, 28% of respondents claimed a fake
review would cause them to distrust other reviews, and 26% claimed it would cause them to
distrust the brand.

Detecting fake reviews is difficult. Combing through millions of reviews to remove fake ones can
be even more difficult. Consumers may have a bad experience when presented with fake reviews,
which will affect the review platform’s reputation. These factors have led to the rise of websites like
Reviewmeta.com, which solely exist to filter out fake reviews.

Review censorship is not a suitable remedy, either. A study by Trustpilot indicates that 62% of
consumers will not support brands if they are known for censorship of their reviews.

The reason that fake reviews are so resilient is that the return on investment is very high. An extra
star on a restaurant's Yelp rating can increase revenue by 5% to 9%. A company in Tennessee, US,
selling guitar-lesson DVDs, generated more than $5 million in sales of its DVDs as a direct result of
an aggressive fake review campaign. The company was slapped with a $250,000 fine, but this did
not seem to stop others from seeking fake review services.



Reviews as aWeapon

When consumers hold a significant amount of power, it’s generally viewed as a positive thing.
However, what happens when one very socially connected client decides to start a vendetta
because the ketchup bottle wasn’t full? Review bombing.

Review bombing is a coordinated review attack, normally led by someone who had a bad
experience and asks their friends or social community to negatively review a venue; disregarding
the fact that they may have never visited that venue, let alone had a bad experience there.

Competitors are known to attack each others’ businesses with fake reviews to improve their own
position on the online rating ladder. In a court case dating back to 2018, a California-based
business (Super Mario Plumbing, California) claimed to have suffered a 25% drop in revenue
which led to the forced layoffs of several staff members, as a direct result of a competitor’s fake
reviews. In a similar case, a food business selling dumplings (Ottawa Perogies) claimed to have
gone out of business as a result of fake reviews, after 13 years of hard work building their business
and reputation.

In recent years, there has even been an increase in extortion cases, with criminals demanding
money in exchange for them not putting up negative ratings of a business or product.



Selection Bias

There is another systematic problem with many online reviews: they tend to over-represent the
most extreme views due to selection bias.

Selection bias occurs because people tend to leave reviews either when they loved a venue - or
hated it. People who hold moderate opinions of a venue are less likely to review it since they don’t
feel the drive to do so. This selection bias means that users’ decisions to leave a review often
depend on the quality of their experience, which does not accurately represent the full range of
customers’ experiences. This creates a polarized online world of reviews where there is no bell
curve, but rather the well-known J-shaped distribution: some very negative reviews, a larger
amount of very positive reviews, and not much in between.

NoValue For Genuine Users

The ever-evolving interactive world provides many opportunities to make an impact, but why do
negative reviews seem to be more abundant? Negative reviews come easily and are fueled by
anger or discontent, but this doesn’t normally tell the whole story about a venue. What it does do
is provide a pressure valve for those who need satisfaction in knowing that their poor experience is
heard - often by the venue itself. What about those who have wonderful experiences at a venue?
Often they would rather leave a generous tip and a ‘thank-you’ to the staff.

There is less emotional drive to leave a positive social review than there is to leave a negative one.
Review platforms have not tapped into what satisfies a happy customer. There is no emotional or
personal gain in leaving a moderate to positive review; it just requires more time and effort on
behalf of the patron. Reviewers themselves also don’t benefit from revenue growth of the business
as a result of positive reviews.



Venues Lack Customers Post Covid-19

The restaurant and entertainment industry has seen some of the most notable changes caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Dining rooms continue to struggle. Carryout and delivery are the new
normal. Many businesses were forced to close their doors. How can they make sure that their
kitchens - and doors - stay open?

Despite many changes due to Covid-19, there are some positive signs for venues. Research by
analytics company ReviewTrackers points out that online review interactions have increased by
50% in comparison with these levels before the Covid pandemic. This shows that customers are
putting more effort into finding the right venue for their favorite activities.

Research by Podium shows that consumers still desire the same things from a business: quality of
service/goods (56%), good prices (54%), good customer service (52%), and cleanliness (34%).



The Opportunity

Web3 brings an immense opportunity to leverage blockchain technology to overcome challenges
in online networks and expand social communities. We believe in a future where platforms are
built and owned by the communities that use them. Web3 enables a transformation where value
is not handed towards tech companies but distributed among loyal users and community
members.

The NFT Revolution

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) allow for community growth through ownership and brand
identification. They allow a degree of user engagement that has never been seen before, typically
leveraged through multiple social platforms and oftentimes decentralized applications (dApps).
As a member of an NFT or token community, you can experience the ecosystem, brand, or
platform through validated interest by holding part of that ecosystem - the NFT.

NFTs are quickly becoming a cornerstone of brand inclusion and provide a way to identify the
most engaged users or consumers of a digital product. Over 20% of the total NFT sales in 2021
came from game-related purchases.

GameFi

GameFi is the hottest sector in web3 right now. It is defined as blockchain-powered gaming that
allows players to own in-game NFTs and earn token rewards.

The GameFi market is booming and so are the number of people playing these games. In 2021, the
combined market cap of all major GameFi tokens reached 9.2 billion. This trend shows no signs of
slowing down any time soon as crypto users and gamers continue to explore new GameFi
products, projects, and tokens. Additionally, the industry continues to attract investors in 2022,
having raised over $3.5 billion during the first half of the year. This will not stop in the future, with
the combined market cap of all major GameFi tokens expected to grow to $74.2 billion by 2031.



Some amazing statistics:

● CryptoKitties, one of the first GameFi projects, had a total of 44k players in all of 2018. As of late
2022, over 800k players are engaged in blockchain games daily

● GameFi project Axie Infinity topped $4 billion in NFT sales across 1.4 million wallets
● Almost 50% of active blockchain wallets have been used to play a blockchain game
● 3 in 4 investors worldwide join crypto because of GameFi (from the “State of GameFi” report)

GameFi-related NFT sales rose to $5.17 billion in 2021, up from $82 million recorded in 2020. These
sales helped solidify the growth of the NFT market. NFTs in GameFi often have a custom, tiered
rarity rating, and specific characteristics which make them desirable to gamers. WhereAt
leverages this to its advantage. New GameFi projects face high fees and congestion on Ethereum,
so this has caused an increase in projects moving to the Binance Smart Chain Network since July
2021.

The x2earn Concept

The powerful combination of NFTs and tokens allow for an engaged economy of users that can
earn, trade and circularly give value. In web3, token distribution is a legitimate way to onboard
users and give them access to a platform. Users are rewarded for their attention, time, and effort
in a way that has never been seen before. People no longer are the product of a company, but
rather the owners of the token economy. This all started with the famous play2earn trend and is
starting to branch out to other x2earn concepts. The model is adequate to efficiently attract an
initial user base, and keep them engaged by enabling them to earn rewards for incentivized
behavior. This behavior can be guided towards beneficial actions for the community as a whole,
allowing a thriving economy of engaged users. The global play-to-earn market is valued at $776.9
million in 2021 and is expected to reach $2.8 billion by 2028, according to DappRadar.



WhereAt motivates users to contribute reviews and check-ins by using a novel Rate2Earn (R2E)
concept. This is a scalable solution that also creates a sense of community.

The SocialFi Trend

Another trend emerging from the blockchain revolution is SocialFi, which allows for the creation,
management, and ownership of User Generated Content (UGC) on a social media platform.
SocialFi is the fusion of social media and web3, which has attracted 400+ projects with almost 5
million active users.

The market size of SocialFi-related blockchain projects is estimated at around $8 billion, with most
of the activity happening on Ethereum and BNB Smart Chain. 33 SocialFi-related tokens have been
added to the CoinGecko aggregator platform as of late 2022, while a $500 million investment
program from BNB Smart Chain mentioned SocialFi as a major area of interest.

Although web3 creates an immense opportunity, it also presents a barrier to entry. Especially for
beginners, is largely due to the inexistence of a use case that can be applied to a majority of the
world’s population. However, a majority of the population does frequent bars, restaurants, pubs,
cafés, coffee shops, clubs, and social gathering points. Review platforms are well known and often
relied upon by people frequenting these locations.



Introducing WhereAt

WhereAt is built around life's experiences and visiting exciting places together! We are the first
project to effectively bring this community feeling to web3 with a revolutionary Rate2Earn (R2E)
concept. We use NFTs, SocialFi and token incentivization to engage users to give genuine reviews
about each place that they visit. We reward users for participating in the leisure economy.

Monetary incentives work to improve the overall quality of reviews.
- Harvard Business Review

We aim to leverage this and create a WhereAt Universe where people can benefit from each
other's experiences.

OurMission

WhereAt’s mission is to leverage blockchain technology, GameFi and SocialFi to create a
transparent, fair and open review economy for both users and businesses.

We want to provide as much value to our ecosystem as possible. We believe that the web3 race is
won by those who survive, not by those who grow the fastest. We aim for long-term retention of
users and multiple steady revenue streams from parallel sources. Wherever possible, we will share
our success with our users in a sustainable way to create a tightly-knit community. To allow for
steady positive player growth, we use an invite-only application and a built-in reward
mechanism.

You can regard us as the Tripadvisor of web3. Eventually, we will pass what we call the “Normies
Test”. This means that after developing and launching WhereAt into web3, we aim to have
non-web3 users install and use the application. The majority of blockchain games and
applications (apps) are extremely technical and create barriers to adoption. We are proud to be a
family-friendly brand that thrives on simplicity, straightforwardness, and positivity. People should
feel energized when using our application and feel like they belong to a friendly community. We



do not want to bring the occasional toxicity of web3 into our app, but rather bring the positivity of
the decentralized revolution to the review economy.

We believe that thanks to genuine reviews and interactions, we can make the world a much better
place. We can help one another find the perfect venue, help companies grow by providing honest
feedback, and spread joy by highlighting the places we absolutely love.

Storing Proof of ReviewOnChain

We are convinced that the blockchain revolution brings a new era of transparency and verifiability
to our digital world. This is why we are dedicated to storing every review made by our Bohemians
on the Binance Smart Chain Network as metadata. This data includes a reference to the text
posted, time of review, and location of review. Leveraging blockchain technology in this way allows
third parties to verify genuine actions made by a person who truly visited a venue. Bohemians
need to pay for the gas fees themselves by having a minimum amount of BNB in their gaming
wallet.

Because we store review metadata on-chain for verification purposes, we must consider the
immutability of the blockchain. We have incorporated a profanity check tool, which will analyze all
Bohemian reviews prior to post.

We have chosen Binance Smart Chain as our network, because of the reliability and low gas fees.
We have also made sure that the rewards associated with performing one (1) review already
covers the cost of the gas fees for approximately an entire month per Avatar on average use. This
may vary depending on the network conditions.



Benefits for People

In web2, people check in to a location and give a review to provide value to others. But how are
they rewarded? Those who make the effort to engage with these platforms sacrifice their time for
very little in return, but at best, hopefully giving genuine feedback earns them some good karma.

In WhereAt, people are rewarded for participating in the review economy. Not only can they earn
WAT* tokens, but they can also build up a profile that radiates trust and social status. We align
token incentives and behavior in such a way that people who provide added value for the
community can thrive. They can even become official WhereAt influencers within their favorite
niche. We have built-in mechanisms to detect unfair conduct, NSFW content, and profanity, to
maintain the highest standards for our users.

We also believe that people who participate in the leisure economy are very privileged in
comparison to less lucky people around the world. That is why we will dedicate ourselves to
transferring value from the fortunate ones to the less fortunate ones. In the future, we will
announce which charities will be selected for our program.

WhereAt allows people to find new businesses, enjoy hidden gems, and get clear insight into what
they can expect from a venue. By owning a WhereAt NFT, you become part of the community and
enjoy the many benefits we have planned for the future. In this way, the overall feeling is
inclusiveness and not bitterness. By owning a collectible, a user becomes both a player and a
contributor to the ecosystem, and it's in their benefit to grow along with the ecosystem. This is how
a review economy should work; maximally leveraging the wisdom of the crowd.

By combining gaming and leisure, users can work towards rewards in our WhereAt Universe. The
desire to set goals and reach them is a key trait of humankind, so we’ve made this an essential
part of our gameplay. We make the journey challenging and worthwhile, providing true pride and
sincere status when achieving something in our community. It is important to cater to every
player type while doing this.

WAT* (Earning(s)/Reward(s)Lose/Loss): A calculated function of culminated attributes [Elements, Speciality, Tier, Level,
History, and WAT token price]



Player Types

Richard Bartle, in his Bartle Test of Psychology, breaks up the way people play games into four
simple categories. These categories are the Achiever, the Explorer, the Socializer, and the Killer.

Through our GameFi and SocialFi elements we cater to the three positive ones:

● Achievers are all about points and status. They want to be able to show their friends how
they are progressing. They like to collect badges and put them on display. In WhereAt we
allow NFT leveling, gaining Wisdom, and even reaching the🥇Gold Status. In the future, we
will also allow badges and participation in global and local leaderboards to win awesome
prizes.

● Explorers want to see new things and discover new secrets. They’re not as bothered about
points or prizes. For them, discovery is the prize. Thanks to WhereAt, explorers can find new
great bars, restaurants, and many other amazing venues. In these places, they can also
earn more WAT* tokens, because they have not been there before. In the future, we will
allow businesses to place easter eggs in our Universe, a feature that explorers will love.

● Socializers are the vast majority, constituting almost 80% of all people who play games.
They experience fun in games through interaction with other players. In WhereAt there are
tons of different ways to interact with other users, such as upvoting and downvoting,
meeting people at different places, following your favorite WhereAt Influencers, etc... In our
online community, you can also join groups that match your profile, and interests.

WhereAt will not address the Killers who make up less than 1% of all players, according to the
Bartle Test. Killers are Achievers that want to see other people lose. Since we’re fostering a positive
environment, there is no concept of loss. Only fun, happiness, and excitement.

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/bartle-s-player-types-for-gamification


Value for Businesses

By incentivizing people to go out and interact with their favorite places,wedrive business
towards venues that were financially struck the most by the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore,
with inflation at its highest point in decades, people often lack enough financial breathing room to
go out and have fun. By rewarding every single review, people may consider this effort as an
added bonus to their coveted night out. WAT* token earnings allow for the continued GameFi
growth aspect of Whereat via the ability to level patrons’ NFTs. The GameFi growth and influencer
aspect of WhereAt further compels consumers to enjoy a night out, instead of having dinner on
their couch.

97% of business owners state that online reputationmanagement is important to
their business.

- Cision

A common strategy for business owners is to explicitly ask customers for a positive review, which
ironically lessens their positive feeling towards the experience. Thanks to WhereAt, reviews are
automatically incentivized, which removes the need to bother customers and allows business
owners to focus on what they do best: provide amazing services.

Because the quality of our reviews will be much higher due to incentivization, businesses will get
more value from reviews to adjust their operations and improve their services. With less fake
and/or extreme reviews, and more genuine experiences recorded via WhereAt’s improved
communication concepts, we harness a qualitative feedback loop between customer and
business owner.

WhereAt allows users to ‘like’ their favorite venues, also providing valuable insight for businesses to
track their most loyal customer base. Businesses can then check their reviews to follow up on
what makes them so great, allowing them to further expand on the strengths of the venue.
WhereAt users can see who likes a business, increasing exposure to the active WhereAt
community.



In a later phase we will allow businesses to push promotions, not only to people who like a
business, but also to people who are nearby and using the WhereAt application. Special discounts,
exclusive offerings, ‘ladies night’, or seats available last-minute due to a canceled reservation, will
all be marketable via WhereAt. These location-based marketing campaigns will be relevant to
local populations and draw many newpotential customers.

Our biggest value for businesses is that we help the long tail to thrive! Because we incentivize
users to visit a lot of different and new places through our WAT* token earnings algorithm, we help
people discover hidden gems all around the globe. In this way, we expand consumers’ options
and better cater to their true tastes and preferences. And because we do this, we can use that
data to recommend venues from the long tail to our users, which improves discovery. The long tail
is one of the most reliable business frameworks, with some powerful examples such as Amazon
back in the early 2000s which had more than 50% of its sales coming from books outside its top
130,000 titles, or Netflix and Spotify which have tremendous revenue streams from their longtail
listings. Even Shopify serves the longtail, with over 98% of their stores having less than $1M in sales.
WhereAt serves the longtail of leisure venues worldwide by incentivizing people to go and explore
them. Specifically, we incentivize visits to the long tail of leisure businesses by:

● Raising WAT* token earnings for being the first to visit a venue
● Lowering WAT* earnings, and enforcing a cooldown mechanism for visiting the same place

repeatedly
● Lowering WAT* earnings for reviewing places that are listed as ‘Frequently Visited Venues’

on our platform
● Incentivizing the spread of reviews over a wide variety of venues. This is important because

a 2020 study by Podium shows that:
● 41% of consumers say that reviews play a big role in their decision making process

when choosing a local business
● 87% of consumers say that reviews influence them to discover local businesses
● 58% of customers would go to a farther location if a business has great reviews



Finally, we will allow businesses to become Verified Venues (VV) in the future. This will further
enhance the feedback loop of trust between users and businesses, and create closer bonds
between all ecosystem players within our review economy. VVs can be recommended to users
based on their history, preferences, and NFT type, allowing for highly targeted marketing
opportunities.

Our Competitive Advantages

WhereAt is the first platform that leverages blockchain technology, GameFi, SocialFi, and token
incentives in a revolutionary Rate2Earn concept. Being the first to market this novel approach
gives WhereAt headway in creating a large user base in an efficient manner, before competitors
gain access to market share. This will result in general brand awareness all over the
crypto-ecosystem, resulting in an initial target market of around 300 million users worldwide.

When using the review economy, online consumers pay close attention to four key review
attributes to determine the trustworthiness of a venue. These are known as “the four Vs”:

● Valence: This refers to the direction of the reviews (negative, neutral, positive) and the
average review star rating. For example, a couple of 4-star reviews are perceived as more
trustworthy than consistent 5-star ratings. People are used to seeing fake reviews. There’s
evidence that incentivizing reviews results in more moderate reviews; in other words, fewer 1
and 5-star ratings. This means that the WhereAt platform will have fewer fake reviews and
fewer extreme reviews, resulting in a more desirable degree of valence.

● Volume: This refers to the total number of reviews when compared with other possible
choices. The overall quantity of reviews has been found to be second only to the average
star rating in terms of importance to the consumer. Since we incentivize people to give as
many reviews as possible when visiting venues, as well as to constantly find new places to
visit, our volume will be high across the entire board. This again will provide more trust to
users.



● Veracity: This refers to the perceived trustworthiness of the reviewer and whether the
reader thinks the reviewer is representative of them. Reviews with associated names and
identities tend to be trusted more than those without. However, people are inclined to give
more honest reviews when they can post anonymously, according to research published in
the Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science. WhereAt intelligently combines the best
of both worlds: associated avatars and a reputational system provide trustworthiness and
creates connection between users, while the fact that profiles are pseudonymous gives
enough room for honest feedback and opinions. The fact that all reviews are stored on the
blockchain is icing on the cake.

● Velocity: This refers to the date and time when reviews have been submitted and the
frequency of review postings. In B2C environments, review recency is important. Over 50% of
consumers say that a review must be under 1 month old to affect their buying decision.
Because we employ token incentivization combined with GameFi and SocialFi nudging
elements, all venues will have frequent and recent reviews.

TheWhereAt Flywheel



Joining the Community

We believe apps should be easy to use, even if they are blockchain dApps. We plan every step of
the process to ensure a seamless experience for both crypto and non-crypto consumers. To
further maximize adoption and lower the barrier to entry, we allow both passive and active users
to enjoy our services.

🧭 Becoming an Explorer

Explorers are our passive users, which implies they use WhereAt exclusively in a read-only mode.
Regardless of what type of user you are, everybody needs to register first. After registration, you
will gain access to the app and you can immediately search for nearby venues. You can use the
built-in map, save your favorite places and read the experiences of the WhereAt community.

You can also enjoy some in-app suggestions, promotions, and benefits. You cannot review nor
check in to a place, and thus you cannot enjoy any WAT* token rewards or GameFi aspects. There
is no way as an Explorer to participate in the leaderboards. Two simple steps allow people to
become an Explorer:

1) Download the WhereAt dApp from the App Store
2) Sign into WhereAt with your email address. You will receive a verification code via email

that will let you sign in and make an account. The code will be active for 15 minutes.

As an Explorer you can choose to become a Bohemian (active player) at every point in time by
following some additional steps.



🎉 Becoming a Bohemian

Bohemians have established a profile in the WhereAt dApp and at least 1 NFT in their Gaming
wallet. If you become a Bohemian, you can enjoy our innovative Rate2Earn system and participate
in all GameFi and SocialFi elements to earn WAT* tokens. Assuming you’ve already registered as
an Explorer, the next steps are:

1) Direct to the WhereAt Marketplace. Choose your desired Avatar and click on the price button. This
will prompt iOS Apple Pay where you can complete your purchase. WhereAt NFTs are called
“Avatars”.

2) Purchase one or more unique WhereAt Avatars via our Marketplace.

We recommend at this point during your setup, you activate the below wallet maintenance steps
to ensure in-app functionality:

1) Connect a compatible Funding Wallet to the WhereAt dApp. This can be done in two ways:
a) Create a new wallet via our dApp. There will be a 12-word secret phrase generation.

This will be used to recover your wallet if you uninstall the dApp or lose access to your
device. It's very important to note this phrase down carefully and store it somewhere
safe, for example by writing it down physically and storing it somewhere only you
have access to. Avoid storing your secret phrase online.

b) Connecting an existing wallet via our dApp.
3) Transfer some BNB token to your personal Gaming Wallet. This is the in-game wallet where you

can use the WhereAt services such as transferring out your Avatar, to an outside wallet.

Have you successfully performed the above steps? Congratulations! From now on, you are
officially a Bohemian and part of the active WhereAt community. You can start to actively enjoy
our social platform and also become part of our gated Bohemian community on Discord. Every
new account starts with maximum Health and 0 Wisdom.



🗺 TheMap

In the WhereAt dApp you can easily use our map, with which you can:
● Search for venues by name and type
● See what’s nearby. Businesses are automatically sorted by their distance from your current

location. Places near you will also be shown on the dashboard.
● Easily distinguish the symbolized category of the venue, so you know what type of place it is

and what Avatar is best to post a review
● See the overall star rating, number of reviews, total number of check-ins, address, and other

general information such as opening hours and contact information

In every review you are able to see:
● What Avatar they posted the review with
● The Bohemian’s username and Wisdom Points (at the time of reviewing)
● All star ratings given, as well as the General Experience star rating
● The uploaded pictures
● The text added in the review



Participating in the Review Economy

Reviews and check-ins are a core concept of the WhereAt experience. They create a dynamic
relationship between people, customers, and businesses. By actively participating in the WhereAt
leisure economy, you can:

● Help businesses thrive
● Find hidden gems in your area
● Participate in a community
● Provide honest feedback
● Gain worldwide recognition
● Become a WhereAt influencer

All while earning WAT* tokens!

Every reward throughout the dApp that is coupled with a certain action has a fixed value. This is to
ensure the long term feasibility of the system and avoid excessive speculation. The number of
corresponding WAT* tokens a player will receive for each action will automatically be recalculated
every day at a specific time CET (Central European Time). This will be based on the exchange rate
of WAT/USD.

Checking In

The easiest way to actively participate as a Bohemian in the WhereAt leisure economy is by
simply checking in at a venue with your Avatar.

● For every check-in you perform, you earn a certain amount of WAT* tokens
● Depending on your Avatar Speciality this can be more
● If you are the first to check-in at a certain venue, you earn 3x more Experience. If it’s the first time

you visit a venue but others have already checked in before you, you earn 1.5x more Experience.
● Only the first check-in at the same place, within a period of 24 hours earns WAT tokens.



● The ratio between check-ins and reviews is:
○ A check-in earns 10 times less WAT* than a review
○ A check-in costs 5 times less energy than a review

● The total amount of check-ins you can do in one day is limited to the amount of energy
your Avatar(s) hold in total. This also depends on the Avatar(s) Tier

The check-in consists of a few simple steps, each of them is mandatory:

1) Open your WhereAt dApp on your phone
2) Select the venue you’re located at from a list of suggestions
3) Tap <Check-In> on your dashboard
4) Get approved by our signature Proof-of-Location system
5) Take a picture of your surroundings, the food or drinks, yourself or the group of people you are

with! You can be as creative as you like, but keep it family friendly
a) Minimum 1 - Maximum 5
b) You can take the picture in the dApp, or you can upload. Make sure the uploaded

pictures are taken with the same device and on the same date and location, or our
Proof of Location system will flag your review which can result in being banned from the
WhereAt dApp

6) After the check-in you will earn:

a) WAT* tokens
b) Experience points
c) Wisdom

Check-ins are perfect if you don’t feel like giving a review, or if you have already reviewed a
certain venue several times.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wA9oCuhFrCQtMb3QKVhw0dEOVWt6oJDJGdSJbVgINus/edit#heading=h.9cg385bw5obg


Give Compelling Reviews

The most valuable way of actively participating as a Bohemian in the WhereAt leisure economy is
by giving honest, clear and compelling reviews about a venue with your favorite Avatar.

● For each review you complete, you earn 5x more WAT* tokens than a Check-in
● If you are the first to review a certain venue, you earn 3x more Experience. If it’s the first time you

visit a venue but others have already made a review, you earn 1.5x more Experience.
● Each time you review a venue that you have already reviewed with that same Avatar, a 20%

cumulative decrease will occur on the amount of WAT* received
○ This means you will receive 100% of WAT* tokens the first time, 80% the second time, 60%

the third time, etc… with a minimum of 20%
○ These decreases continue per Avatar until the WAT* reward for a review is the same as

for a check-in. eg: WAT earned = reg WAT earned * (100% - min(4,
count(reviews_at_venue)) * 20%)

○ These decreases can be partly mitigated by the element of Creativity
○ This system will reset after 1 year

● After you give a review at a certain location, there is a cooldown period of
○ 2 weeks before you can give another review at that same location
○ 2 hours before you can give a review of a different venue

● If you review a business that is considered a Frequently Visited Venue, a 20% reduction of
rewards occurs. These venues need less Bohemians to give an accurate description of the
experience

● The total amount of reviews you can give in one day is limited to the amount of energy your
Avatar(s) hold in total.



The review process consists of a couple of straight-forward steps, each of them is mandatory:
1) Open your WhereAt dApp on your phone
2) Tap <Review> on your dashboard
3) Select the venue where you are from the list of places near you
4) Get approved by our signature Proof-of-Location system
5) Give star ratings on a 5-star scale. These will be shown separately to other users. First you

need to rate the Venue on the Overall Experience (OE). After that, there are some side
ratings (all mandatory):

a) 📍 Location: is it easy to find or impossibly hidden? Is it in the middle of the city center or
far away from everything? Is it in a cozy street or next to a busy road?

b) 💃Vibe: how does the place feel? Great view or concrete wall? Nice interior or poorly
decorated? Lively atmosphere or pretty boring?

c) 💰 Price: is it extremely expensive, average or very cheap?
d) ✨Quality: how was the quality of the offering depending on the venue? Great food,

drinks, artwork, spa, etc…
e)  Service: how friendly were the people that served you?
f) 🧽 Cleanliness: how tidy and hygienic was the place?
g) 🌐WiFi: This additional star rating will automatically be added if you are connected to

the local WiFi network and is never mandatory

6) Take a picture of your surroundings, the food or drinks, yourself or the group of people you
are with! You can be as creative as you like, but keep it family friendly.
a) Minimum 1 - Maximum 5
b) You can take the picture in the dApp, or you can upload it. Make sure the uploaded

pictures are taken with the same device and on the same date and location, or our
Proof of Location system will flag your review which can result in being banned from the
WhereAt dApp.



7) Write a compelling and honest review
a) Minimum 100 characters, maximum 1000
b) Capture the experience like a true poet
c) Be creative yet informative
d) You can write it in your own language. Our system will automatically detect if it’s not

written in English, but you are free to post the review in your own language. Other users
can use our built-in translator if they don’t understand it

8) Post the review and earn:
a) WAT* tokens
b) Experience points
c) Wisdom points



👍 Upvoting,👎Downvoting and⚠ Reporting

You can upvote reviews of Bohemians if you feel like they absolutely hit the sweet spot! It’s a way
of appreciating the effort of another WhereAt community member, and also to help improve the
overall quality of the platform.

● You can only upvote 2 reviews per day
● Every upvote earns the owner of the review:

○ Wisdom points
○ 1 experience point

● If you upvoted a review that is later taken down due to NSFW or other inappropriate content,
you risk losing Wisdom points

● A review that is confirmed NSFW by our algorithm and human verification process, will be
removed and the following penalties will be placed on the owner:

○ Wisdom will receive a 25% cut
○ Health will be immediately dropped to zero

You can also downvote reviews to help other users avoid low quality content.

● You can only downvote 1 review per day
● If you downvoted a review that is later being considered as a Top Contribution (TC), you risk

losing Wisdom and Health points

Since we are a platform built around positivity, WhereAt does not show the number of downvotes
for a review. Low quality reviews will simply move down the ladder automatically, thanks to the
upvoting system.



It is also possible to report inappropriate reviews that are NSFW or unfair. If the WhereAt team
decides that you were right about this, you can earn:

● WAT* rewards. The amount depends on how many people reported and when
● Wisdom points
● When reporting is done incorrectly (on a fair and SFW Review) you risk losing WAT tokens

and Wisdom

Only Bohemians can upvote, downvote and report and will get rewarded for this action when done
properly. Explorers can only observe the reviews as a passive user.

SocialFi Elements

Creating several social elements in the review economy is a crucial part of building a tight and
positive community. Now more than ever, people look to be part of something together. That is
what we are creating with WhereAt. We will allow you to:

● Push your check-ins to your friends, to let them know where you are
● Follow your favorite Bohemians, so you can stay up to date with their adventures
● Like the venues you absolutely love, to receive future promotions, discounts and other benefits
● See check-in statistics to get insights on the hottest places in town
● Level your Avatar to gain social status and earn more
● Get rewarded in WAT* tokens for referring your friends to WhereAt
● Enter competitions and games to unlock exclusive prizes
● Earn Badges that show how amazing you are and that will unlock future benefits
● Participate in local and global leaderboards to gain worldwide recognition and earn a ton of

rewards
● Customize your Avatar to stand out of the crowd
● Become an official WhereAt influencer and get sponsored by our brand

Of course we will be adding many more SocialFi elements as the app expands!



📍 WhereAt’s Signature Proof-of-Location System

Amazon displays an icon when a review is from a verified purchaser of the product, which can
help consumers screen for potentially fraudulent reviews. Expedia goes further and allows only
guests who have booked through its platform to leave a review there.

We are taking things to the next level. The Proof of Location mechanismmakes sure that we can
verify with a high degree of accuracy that the user placing the Review is actually at the location
for a significant amount of time. It is also used as an anti-cheating mechanism. We use a
combination of:

● Time-based validation: A user is only able to submit a review if they have been there for a
significant amount of time

● Location verification based on the GPS information and Google Places API
● Anti-spoofing protection by blocking the installation of the WhereAt dApp on jailbroken

devices
● Natural movement detection to further minimize the chances of location spoofing
● Metadata analysis of uploaded pictures based on EXIF-data. Here we:

● Verify the timestamps
● Check the device name
● Cross-check with other pictures uploaded in the past
● Verify the GPS information

● As an anti-spoofing mechanism, we guarantee the integrity of data used and sent within
our app with high quality encoding standards.



WhereAt Avatars

As a Bohemian you need to hold at least 1 Avatar in your Gaming wallet so you can participate in
our R2E leisure economy. The Avatars are used both as collectibles and for gaming. Each Avatar is
completely unique, with a special combination of traits that were algorithmically generated. They
also each have a certain Speciality, possess certain Properties, consist of different Elements, and
belong to one of four tiers.

Depending on the different aspects of the Avatar, you will get additional benefits. The only aspect
that does not affect the behavior and performance of an Avatar are the algorithmically generated
traits.

The 4 Avatar Properties

All Avatars possess four different Properties: Status, Level, Energy, Experience.
Each of them vary over time and can be gained, restored, or regained.

⚡ Energy

Each Avatar starts with a maximum amount of energy of 100. This automatically depletes every
time an action is performed.

● Post a review→ -100% * (100% - 2.5% * stamina) energy
● Check-in→ -20% * (100% - 2.5% * stamina) energy

Energy limits the number of reviews and check-ins an Avatar can perform during the day. When
there is not enough energy left, the Avatar can no longer be used to perform the action. Energy
automatically regenerates, with a speed that is dependent on the tier.



🌎 Experience

Every action you perform with your Avatar earns Experience. Receiving upvotes adds to your
Experience, as well as participating in games and contests. Experience is lost if one of your reviews
gets reported.

● Post a review→ +50xp
● Check-in→ +10xp
● Received an upvote→ +1xp
● Reported (and approved)→ -200xp
● Games & contests→ coming soon

Gaining additional Experience allows Avatars to level up. Level 1 has an Experience scale of 100,
with every subsequent level requiring a higher amount of Experience in order to level up.

🎚 Level

Every Avatar starts at level 1 and has a total of 50 unlockable levels. You can only level your Avatar
once the Experience bar is full. Leveling is performed manually and requires WAT tokens. Once
leveled, the Experience bar is reset to empty. If your Experience bar is full while you do not wish to
level your Avatar, you can keep performing additional actions, but you will not gain additional
Experience until you level your Avatar. However, you will continue to earn Wisdom.

Every time you level an Avatar, you earn 1% more WAT* tokens and gain Wisdom. The cost to level
an avatar depends on the tier. The table below shows the progress you can make by leveling.

You are not obliged to level up; you can keep playing with your Avatar on its current level.



🥇 Status

When achieving levels 10, 25 and 50, your Avatar unlocks the possibility of improving its Status.
Every upgrade in Status is immediately reflected in the changed color in the outer circle of your
Avatar. Thanks to this, other Bohemians (and Explorers) can see when others have reached an
advanced Status.

At level 10 you can acquire the🥉Bronze Status. Bronze Status adds 5 Element Points (EPs)
randomly to your Avatar. With a Bronze Status you earn +5% more WAT* tokens for every action.

At level 25 you can acquire the🥈Silver Status. Silver Status adds 5 Element Points (EPs) randomly
to your Avatar. With a Silver Status you earn +5% more WAT* tokens for every action.

At level 50 you can acquire the🥇Gold Status. Gold Status adds 5 Element Points (EPs) randomly
to your Avatar. With a Gold Status you earn +5% more WAT* tokens for every action.

Every status upgrade is forever. The only way a Status can change is by upgrading it further.
You are not forced to upgrade the Status of your Avatar when you reach the unlocking level. You
can keep playing the game and earning WAT* tokens. You will however be unable to level your
Avatar any further.



The 6 Avatar Elements
Every Avatar has 6 Elements: Excellence, Stamina, Creativity, Flexibility, Ambition and Skill. Each
Element has a minimum of 1 and maximum of 10 Element Points (EP). This means the maximum
total EP an Avatar can have when maxed out is 60. EPs are randomly generated when purchasing
a new Avatar from the WhereAt Marketplace and are only visible after acquisition. When you buy a
secondary Avatar, EPs are visible.

The EP starting ranges of an Avatar are determined by its tier. From then on, the EP distribution can
never be changed. Also the total EPs of every Avatar is fixed, unless you upgrade its Status.

👟 Stamina

The more Stamina an Avatar possesses, the faster it recovers its Energy. A higher Stamina allows
you to perform more check-ins and reviews per day. A higher Stamina also causes less Health
depletion when you are using this Avatar.

● Energy recovery duration = 100% - (EP x 2.5%)
● Health depletion rate = 100% - (EP x 2.5%)

Avatars that possess a high Stamina are perfect for Bohemians who want to be very active.

🧘 Flexibility

The more Flexibility your Avatar possesses, the more WAT* tokens it will earn in venues that are not
catered to its specific Avatar Speciality (AS). A high Flexibility allows you to use an Avatar in many
different places without sacrificing token earning capability.

- Congruency impact = 50% - (EP x 2.5%)

Avatars that possess high Flexibility are perfect for Bohemians who want to own a limited number
of Avatars.



🌟 Excellence

More EPs on Excellence means that Avatars will earn more Wisdom with every action once they
achieve Gold status.

● Wisdom earnings = 100% + (EP x 5%)

The Excellence score of an Avatar is of importance to players who want to compete, win prizes
and gain worldwide recognition. Avatars that possess a high Excellence are perfect for Bohemians
who are in it for the long run, don’t plan on selling their Avatar and want to reap handsome
rewards later on.

🌼Creativity

The more Creativity your Avatar possesses, the better they score when reviewing the same venue
another time. This makes reviewing the same place more interesting because you lose less WAT*
tokens per visit. The cooldown period of two weeks is not affected.

● Recurrency impact = 50% - (EP x 2.5%)

Avatars that possess a high Creativity are perfect for Bohemians who don’t move around a lot
and love to visit their favorite venues often.

🔧 Skill

More EPs on Skill means more WAT* earnings when reviewing. Since checking-in requires no Skill,
these rewards stay unaffected.

● Total earnings per review = 90% + (EP x 1%)

Avatars that possess a high Skill are perfect for Bohemians who just want to earn the maximum
amount of WAT* on average for reviewing.



🪜Ambition

Avatars with a higher Ambition are able to level faster. Leveling faster means more rewards in the
future and more chances of scoring high on leaderboards.

● Experience gain = 75% + (EP x 2.5%)

Avatars that possess a high Ambition are perfect for Bohemians who want to become a WhereAt
influencer, earn social recognition or dominate the leaderboards.



Avatar Specialities
There are many kinds of leisure venues in this world. Aren’t we lucky! This also means that one
solution does not fit all. Every WhereAt Avatar has its own Speciality. If one Avatar loves to go
raving in nightclubs during the weekend, that’s a different area of interest than an Avatar who
visits the most serene spa every week for a facial. Specialties are based on the types of venues
that are activated in the WhereAt dApp. If you check-in or review the right type of venue for the
Speciality of your Avatar, you earn the maximum amount of WAT* tokens. The different Specialties
for Avatars are:

● Foodie. Your Avatar just loves food in every shape or form. Always wanting to visit
restaurants, street food vendors, burger joints, etc…

● Sipper. Your Avatar loves to go out and have a drink! This can be sipping coffee at a cozy
café around the corner, or having a fun night of drinking with other Bohemians in a dark
pub.

● Clubber. Every weekend your Avatar visits live shows or goes clubbing until the sun comes
up.

● Stuntman. Theme Parks feel like home for your Avatar. Bungee jumping and rafting
regularly makes it feel alive.

● Wanderer. Long hikes in recreational parks and gardens is what your Avatar loves to do to
clear its mind.



● Artist. Museums, art galleries, movie theaters, and expositions are what makes your Avatar
tick.

● Pamper. Relaxing at a spa, sweating in a sauna, and getting a foot rub puts a soft smile on
your Avatar's face.

● Lodger. Your Avatar loves to spend the night at luxurious hotels, funky bed & breakfasts and
boutique stays.

● Tourista. Visiting all touristic locations and sightseeing around the world makes your Avatar
happy.

● Athlete. Sweating, climbing, going to the gym, but also visiting a great football match.
Whenever people are moving, your Avatar is there to participate and/or watch.

● More to come!

Besides earning more WAT*, the benefit of having a specialized Avatar for a certain category of
venues is that you can become a true influencer in this niche. Also owning several Avatars
provides advantages.

In the first phase of WhereAt, Specialities are restricted to Foodies and Sippers. In later phases we
will add more.

If you review or check-in to a venue using an Avatar that is not specialized to visit that venue, you
receive 50% less WAT* rewards. Stacking avatars pays off!

The 4 Avatar Tiers

There are four different Avatar Tiers: Common, Popular, Rare, and Epic. Each has their own initial
total EP range when you buy a new one, which has a significant effect on earnings and leveling.
This affects the initial selling price, as well as the price to level-up. An Avatar Tier also determines
how fast Energy regeneration takes place after performing an action. This means a higher tier
allows for more check-ins and reviews in one day. To be easily distinguishable, they also have a
base color.



Common

Base EP range: 10-20 EPs, with each Element having min 1 EP max 4 EP
Initial market price: $25
Leveling price: 10 WAT tokens
Earning increase per lvl: 0.5%
Energy regeneration: 72 hours - When🥇Gold Status: 38 hours
Base Color: White

Popular

Base EP range: 15-30 EPs, with each Element having min 1 EP max 6 EP
Initial market price: $350
Leveling price: 100 WAT tokens
Earning increase per lvl: 1%
Energy regeneration: 72 hours - When🥇Gold Status: 38 hours
Base Color: Blue

Rare

Base EP range: 25-40 EPs, with each Element having min 2 EP max 8 EP
Initial market price: $950
Leveling price: 200 WAT tokens
Earning increase per lvl: 1.25%
Energy regeneration: 48 hours - When🥇Gold Status: 24 hours
Base Color: Purple

Epic

Base EP range: 35-45 EPs, with each Element having min 3 EP max 10 EP
Initial market price: $1500
Leveling price: 300 WAT tokens
Earning increase per lvl: 1.5%
Energy regeneration: 24 hours - When🥇Gold Status: 12 hours
Base Color: Gold



The only way to max out all EPs on every Element is by being lucky enough to obtain a 45 base EP
new Epic Avatar and leveling it to🥈Silver Status. Alternatively, you can look on the secondary
Marketplace for a maxed out Avatar to buy.

Marketplace

You can acquire WhereAt Avatars via our built-in Marketplace. Initially we will only release the
primary market, but a secondary will soon follow.

PrimaryMarket

The Primary market is where you will find shiny new Avatars for sale. Not having been used before,
they cannot wait to go out and visit amazing venues with you!

When you buy a new Avatar, you can only see:
● The tier, thanks to both pricing and base color
● The Speciality it has

You will not be able to see the EPs of the Avatar before you buy the Avatar. They will be unlocked
after purchase.



All new Avatars start at level 1 with:
● Maximum Energy
● No Experience
● No Status

Avatars will be released on the Primary market in different Generations. These will all have unique
artwork and traits, showcasing in which cohort you entered the WhereAt Universe. Every
generation (Gens) will unlock different benefits in the future, such as cool merch or other goodies.
Earlier Gens will get the coolest stuff.

In the future, special Collaboration Avatars will be released in batches. These will have unique
artwork and exceptional Properties and Elements.

SecondaryMarket

The WhereAt Secondary market is where you can buy Avatars from other Bohemians with tokens.
Prices are determined by people, and influenced by market conditions and supply/demand.
WhereAt will not intervene in these dynamics.

You can also sell your Avatars on the Secondary market. For this to be possible, you will need to
make sure you:

● Hold your Avatar in your Gaming wallet
● Set a sale price, denominated in BNB token. You are free to choose the price
● Have leveled your Avatar to at least level 20

When you successfully sell an Avatar to a fellow Bohemian, you automatically receive the BNB
tokens in your Gaming Wallet. This amount will be deducted by a 5% listing fee.



 Owning Several Avatars

The amount of Avatars you can purchase is unlimited. However, you can only use one Avatar at a
time to check-in or review a venue. This means that owning several Avatars has several
advantages:

● It allows more reviews and check-ins within a specific period of time. This is because every
Avatar has its own Energy bar, and you can switch between different Avatars whenever you
want.

● You can optimize your WAT* token earnings depending on the venue you visit.
● Penalties for visiting the same place for check-ins and reviews are lessened due to using

different Avatars.
● Your Wisdom can grow beyond your first level 50 Avatar. Regardless of a level-capped

Avatar, your account will continue to earn Wisdom.
● Holding an Avatar with a specific speciality allows participation in specific leaderboards,

competitions and prize pools.
● You earn 5% more WAT* tokens for every avatar you own of the same tier or higher:

Let’s say you own 1 Popular Avatar, 3 Rares, and 1 Epic. If you review a venue with your Popular
Avatar, you will have 4 other Avatars of higher tiers, which results in a total bonus of 20% additional
WAT* earnings (5% per same tier or higher tier Avatar).

If you review the same venue with your Epic Avatar, you don’t earn any token bonuses, since you
hold no other Avatars of the Epic tier.

The maximum bonus is capped at 50%, which means you can stack up to 10 same tier or higher
tier avatars to get a high WAT* token bonus.

These advantages are only activated if you hold your Avatars in your Gaming Wallet.

If you hold multiple Avatars, your favorite Avatar will show up as your profile picture. You can
‘favorite’ by clicking the star icon on the dashboard.



Customize Your Avatar (Coming Soon!)

In a later phase we will allow Bohemians to customize their Avatars with personal traits, effects,
and styles. Customization makes it possible to stand out in the crowd, and bring your personal
authenticity to the WhereAt Universe. These add-ons will be purely ornamental and have no
effects on Elements, Properties, Specialities or WAT* earnings.

You will only be able to customize your Avatar after it has reached the🥇Gold Status.

Additional Avatar Benefits (Coming Soon!)

At WhereAt we believe in a multifaceted approach to NFT utility. The more benefits and utility a NFT
has, the more legitimacy it has to exist in a web3 ecosystem. In addition to the advantages inside
the online WhereAt Universe, we will also create other benefits:

● In every region where we have a presence, we will occasionally organize amazing parties
and events, exclusively for Bohemians! Of course you will be able to check-in there😉

● As an active Bohemian you will be able to claim free merchandise in the future! How about
a cool t-shirt with your favorite Avatar on it?

● Next to businesses giving you discounts, you will also occasionally receive special WhereAt
discounts to visit your favorite venues

● We believe in fun and leisure, so at special occasions we will reward our Bohemians with
bonus WAT* earnings and other airdrops

We will announce many more benefits in the future!



User Profile

Your user profile holds all settings and useful insights to keep track of your WhereAt participation.

⚙ Profile Settings

In your profile you can:

● Switch on 2FA (2-Factor Authentication). We highly recommend this, as 2FA makes it much
more difficult for hackers to gain access to your WhereAt account

● Get an overview of your personal ICs so you can onboard friends and family, and earn WAT*
tokens:

● Current active IC
● Total converted ICs
● View your total number of:

○ Check-ins
○ Reviews
○ Upvotes
○ WAT earned
○ Unique visits
○ Avatars

● See a list of your favorite venues
● Set up notifications
● Select how much you want to donate to charity. This can be selected as a percentage and

applies to all WAT earnings
● Have a look at all the awesome Badges you earned
● See which version of WhereAt you are running on your device
● Look up your transaction history. This includes your Gaming Wallet and Funding Wallet

transactions
● Set your language and country. This is automatically detected and assigned, but if you

want, you change it
● Delete your account



❤ Health

As a Bohemian you’re living a fun and amazing lifestyle, but this does take a small toll on your
in-game Health. For every leisure experience you have, your health will decrease a little bit (on
account level).

You will start with the maximum amount of 1000 Health Points (HP), and lose some HP for every
action you take with any Avatar in your collection. The Stamina of the Avatar you are using
determines the amount of Health you lose. Considering a Stamina of 0, your Health decreases:

● 10 HP for every check-in
● 50 HP for every review

Health automatically restores at a rate of 1 HP every 2 hours. You can also perform a full restore of
your health at a fixed rate of WAT per HP.

Having a lower Health impacts your WAT* earnings.

● When Health drops below 75% (750 HP), all WAT* earnings are decreased by 25%.
● When Health drops below 50% (500 HP), all WAT* earnings are decreased by 50%.
● When Health drops below 25% (250 HP), all WAT* earnings are decreased by 75%.
● When Health reaches 1 HP, which is the lowest point, you can no longer perform any action

as a Bohemian. You had too much fun without recovering🥳



🧠 Wisdom

One of the benefits of visiting places, experiencing new things, and meeting new people is that
with each passing year, you get a little wiser. In the WhereAt Universe, this is reflected in your
Wisdom.

Wisdom is the total amount of Experience you’ve gained on an account level. Wisdom is earned
for every action you’ve performed.

The more wisdom you have as a Bohemian, the more credible you are. It is a sign of having visited
a lot of different venues, and that you are an active and appreciated member of the WhereAt
Universe. Wisdom is your reputation on our platform. It can’t be bought, traded or sold. It can only
be earned.

Every new Bohemian starts with 0 WP (Wisdom Points), and gradually gains WP by:

- Checking in = 10WP x ATM
- Posting reviews = 50WP x ATM
- Upvoting a review = 1WP
- Having reviews upvoted = 10WP
- Being first to review a venue = 100WP x ATM
- Being first to check-in at a venue = 20WP x ATM
- Reaching Bronze status = 100WP x ATM
- Reaching Silver status = 200WP x ATM
- Reaching Gold status = 300WP x ATM
- Buying an Avatar = 100WP x ATM
- Selling an Avatar = 100WP x ATM
- Leveling an Avatar = 10WP x ATM
- Refer a friend = 100WP
- Follow WhereAt on socials = 100WP x platform



With Avatar Tier Multipliers (ATM) defined as Common 1x, Popular 2x, Rare 3x and Epic 4x.

Once you reach a certain level of Wisdom, you are eligible to become an official WhereAt
Influencer (WIN)! This is not obliged of course, but can result in handsome rewards and perks
along the way! When you become an official WIN, you can also request that your account
becomes verified by the team.

Bohemians with a high degree of Wisdom can also participate in leaderboards, competitions, and
enjoy other benefits in the future.



🛡 Badges (Coming Soon!)

Each Bohemian will be able to earn Badges in the future by participating actively in the WhereAt
Universe. These badges will not only show your fellow Bohemians how awesome you are, but will
also unlock amazing benefits and perks!

Some examples of badges:

- Visit 50 different venues in a city
- Visit a venue on every continent
- Own an Avatar of every Speciality
- And more…

Wallets

Two different wallets are used in the WhereAt Universe: a GamingWallet and a FundingWallet.

GamingWallet

This wallet is used to interact with the WhereAt Universe. This wallet is automatically generated
when you open an account. It is custodial, so you don’t need to store any private keys for it.

Your Gaming Wallet (GW) can hold BNB, WAT tokens and Avatars. You will need a minimum
amount of WAT tokens if you want to perform an action or transaction. Only for buying Avatars you
will not need WAT, as this is done with BNB.

You can transfer Avatars, WAT, and BNB tokens from your Gaming Wallet to your Funding Wallet
(and back) at any time.



FundingWallet

Your Funding Wallet (FW) is your bridge between the WhereAt Universe and the outside world. You
can choose to:

● Create a new wallet via our application. A 12-word secret phrase will be generated. It will be
used to recover your wallet if you uninstall the dApp or lose access to your device. It's very
important to keep this phrase somewhere safe, for example by writing it down physically
and storing it somewhere only you have access to. Avoid storing your secret phrase online.

● Connect an existing Binance Smart Chain compatible Funding Wallet to the WhereAt dApp.

Your FW allows for in-app trading between WAT, BNB, and USDC and can also store Avatars. These
are the only four blockchain tokens you can view and manage through the WhereAt application.

All four assets can be transferred to any address outside of the WhereAt Universe. To perform
transactions with your FW, you always need a minimal amount of BNB to pay for transaction fees.

Tokenomics

WAT is the native token of the WhereAt Universe. It fuels our Leisure Economy and incentivizes
positive actions from both users and businesses. All in-game activities are performed using WAT,
and all transaction-related (blockchain) activities require BNB. The only in-game exception is the
purchasing of WhereAt NFTs, which can only be done using IAP (In-app purchases).

TheWAT Token

Token: WhereAt token
Ticker: WAT
Total supply: 1,000,000,000
Type: BEP20
Network: Binance Smart Chain



Establishing extensive utility for the WAT token is key to growing a diverse and thriving economy
inside the dApp. We strive to create as many use cases as possible for WAT to leverage
engagement and interaction.

Token Distribution



Token Release Schedule



Liquid Token Supply Schedule

DistributionMechanisms ofWAT

There are several ways in which WAT tokens are used to incentivize behavior and reward certain
actions:

● Rewarding Bohemians who check-in
● Rewarding Bohemians who post reviews
● Stimulating the WhereAt economy by giving occasional boosts to earnings
● Allowing more earnings when Avatars reach higher levels
● Incentivizing ownership of multiple Avatars with higher rewards
● Rewarding upvotes
● Funding contests
● Leaderboard prize pools
● Test2Earn (coming soon)
● Staking rewards (coming soon)



Removal Mechanisms ofWAT

To avoid a collapse in token price, demand characteristics are built into the WAT ecosystem. This
will allow for a balanced economy. Drivers that fuel WAT demand/removal are:

- Leveling your Avatars
- Forcing Avatar leveling to sell on secondary market
- Restoring your overall Health
- Less earnings when reviewing and checking-in to:

- The same venue
- Frequently visited venues
- Venues that don’t match Avatar Speciality

- Reported reviews
- Platform fee structure
- Avatar customization
- Ordering WhereAt merch
- Bohemians opting to donate to charity
- Improving the Status of your Avatars when unlocked
- Allowing businesses to participate in our ecosystem with:

- Becoming a Verified Venue (VV)
- Push notifications
- Marketing campaigns
- Loyalty programs

PlatformRevenue

Although the web3 revolution creates an opportunity for radically different business models and
concepts to thrive, we still believe that in order to be a successful dApp, there needs to be revenue
generation. The chances of long term survival in innovation drop drastically when it’s not possible
to rely on a steady cash flow. WhereAt aims to generate income while maximizing the value for
Explorers, Bohemians and venues alike.



User-Generated Revenue

Revenue generation in BNB from Bohemians is realized through:
● Avatar purchases
● Avatar Status upgrades
● Avatar customization
● Funding wallet transaction fees
● Funding wallet trading fees
● Listing fee when selling an Avatar
● Selling merchandise

In a later stage we will make it possible to place venue reservations through our dApp. This will
generate reservation fees.

Business-Generated Revenue

Reviews, both positive and negative, contribute to a company's trustworthiness.

It is clear that the WhereAt Universe does not only hold a lot of content-related advantages for
businesses, but also provides a way for them to tap into the ever-growing web3 customer base.
There will be several ways for businesses to become actively involved and enjoy our offerings:

● Become Verified Venues (VV) through a recurring subscription model. VVs enjoy several
benefits:
- Radiate trust and enhance map visibility through purple check marks
- Be recommended to certain Bohemians based on preferences
- Allow engagement with Bohemians
- The ability to participate in Favorite WhereAt Venue Awards

● VV engagement opportunities, all payable in WAT tokens:
- Promote their venue to people who are nearby
- Create special offerings through the app, such as discounts, last available seats, happy

hours, etc…
- Invite WhereAt Influencers to their business
- In-app advertising (more than 90% of Yelp’s revenue comes from advertisements)
- Organize challenges and contests
- And much more…

We will employ a CPC model for listings and CPMmodel for advertisements.



Charity

At WhereAt we believe that web3 will create (and is already creating) an enormous opportunity to
improve our world. Not only through decentralization and power shifts, but also by the potential
creation of wealth. We believe in karma, and in the importance of sharing wealth with the people
or initiatives that need it the most.

In the future, we will donate part of the revenue generated from Foodie Avatars to a global charity
addressing hunger and famine. We will also donate part of the revenue generated from Sipper
Avatars to an organization helping to combat challenges with drinking water.

And by rewarding them with Wisdom, we incentivize Bohemians to donate part of their earnings to
Charity by selecting the desired percentage in their profile. This share will be donated to a charity
that supports children’s rights worldwide.

We will announce these charities in the future, so keep an eye out on our socials!

CarbonOffsetting

WhereAt aims to be a Carbon Neutral company. Upon establishment of our GameFi economics,
we intend to engage with a select number of organizations partaking in “Green Initiatives”. Our
relationships with these organizations will grow with the intent to deliver elements of carbon
offsetting outside the WhereAt Universe and in our own backyard! These may include, but are not
limited to:

- Planting of trees
- Forestry conservation efforts
- Waste-to-energy initiatives
- Carbon neutral cloud innovations
- Sustainable cloud infrastructure
- Leveraging Proof-of-Stake blockchain technology
- Upgrading WhereAt’s physical technology to energy-efficient products
- And more…



TheWhereAt Tribe

Team

Our Chief Executive Officer, Brecht Van Craen is a serial
entrepreneur and a MSc Industrial and Organizational
Psychologist (Ghent University). He is the co-founder and
CEO of Digital Currency Academy; the largest Belgian
education firm providing blockchain and cryptocurrency
knowledge to individuals and companies in the Belgian
and Dutch markets. Brecht is a keynote speaker and
author, focused on spreading the word of the web3
revolution, and an ambassador to several top crypto
projects such as NGRAVE, Venly and Delta. Obsessed with
innovation, people, positivity and personal growth, Brecht
will be leading us into web3 and beyond.

https://digitalcurrencyacademy.be/


Logino Dujardin is our Chief Growth Officer and the
founder of the WhereAt experience. Logino is a seasoned
entrepreneur and investor and the prior CEO of Safe
Haven, a digital asset management and inheritance
company. Throughout his four year tenure as CEO, he
successfully directed Safe Haven’s marketcap growth from
$350,000 to over $30,000,000.

Logino has lent his skillset advising several top crypto
projects and has close contacts within the crypto
community. As WhereAt’s CGO, Logino creates business
and networking opportunities and grows our community
organically by showcasing WhereAt’s disruptive nature,
product quality, and unique selling points.

https://safehaven.io/
https://safehaven.io/


WhereAt’s Chief BrandOfficer, Quinten Francois, is a
well-known and respected crypto influencer and author.
He has been active in the space since 2017 and has grown
his YouTube channel to almost 150,000 subscribers.
Quinten has worked in an advisory capacity to several
renowned NFT, Metaverse and other web3 projects. As our
CBO, Quinten will use his well-established network in the
crypto space to direct WhereAt’s marketing campaigns
and establish powerful connections and partnerships with
Venture Capital funds, fellow influencers, and others who
are interested in joining us on our journey to create the
only Rate2Earn experience.



Our Chief Of Operations Bernard, a BSc in Computer
Science, is a dynamic individual with a passion for
technology and the outdoors. With a background in
system and network engineering, Bernard started his
blockchain adventure in 2018 and has been actively
involved in the web3 space since 2021, launching his own
NFT project. Bernard will be responsible for WhereAt’s
operational side, focusing on NFT development and web3
integration.



Siebe Verschaeve, our Chief Technical Officer, is our
in-house development expert. He holds a BSc degree in
Computer Sciences. Prior to joining the WhereAt team,
Siebe worked as a Microsoft Integration Consultant and
Azure Cloud Architect for the European Commission, where
he implemented the Transparency Regulation (EU)
2019/1381 of the European Parliament. He has been actively
involved in the web3 space since 2017 as a developer
advocate for ChainLink, an Ethereum Foundation
contributor, and as a community manager. As WhereAt’s
CTO, Siebe is responsible for overseeing our development
teams and making sure the WhereAt dApp can be scaled
to serve millions of users.



Christiaan Jimmink is ourChief Marketing Officer.
Christiaan is a result-oriented professional with several
years of experience in the cryptocurrency and web3
market. In 2018, he started his first full time web3 role at
Dutch broker BitcoinMeester as a marketing manager.
Shortly after, he took a head of marketing position with
Coinmerce, one of the largest crypto brokers in the
Netherlands. Christiaan's marketing and networking
experience spans over 10 years, shared between
traditional and web3 markets.

Christiaan serves as a Board Member for the European
Blockchain Foundation in efforts to inform European
citizens and policy makers of the innovative possibilities
when leveraging blockchain technology.
His passion lies in guiding teams through the various levels
of market capture and awareness. He bolsters WhereAt's
proficiency in coordinated partnership efforts, elements of
marketing, event planning, and sales.



Our Head of Communications, Matt Hartog is a linguist
with more than 10 years of professional experience. He has
worked with the world’s biggest social media platforms
and is a top talent working with globally established
linguistic service providers. Matt works as a writer and
community manager for various crypto projects, among
which an emerging but notable web3 art & entertainment
project and a platform for decentralized estate planning.
As WhereAt’s HOC, he is in charge of writing and producing
our content, managing our social media campaigns, and
overseeing our moderator teams.



Parveen Sharma is our Head of Design and a highly
experienced designer who has been working in this
capacity since 2010. Having worked with design agencies
and global corporate clients, Pravin is highly adaptable,
communicative and a true creative professional. As
WhereAt’s design lead, Parveen supplies our team with
every type of graphic design they need. If you’ve seen our
colorful tweets, checked out our website or read through
any impressive looking WhereAt documents, it’s likely that
Parveen has had a hand in it.



Advisors

Our Chief Product Advisor, Bjorn Vuylsteker is co-founder,
former CTO and current CPO of WeGroup, a
Belgium-based insurance platform which helps insurance
providers to assist and follow up with their customers in a
digital or hybrid manner. Bjorn is a Harvard Business
School alum, a MSc Civil Engineer in Computer Science,
and a brilliant coder with a proven history of product and
platform development. Bjorn will be advising our project
development teams as they create the WhereAt dApp and
experience. With Bjorn’s help, our team will be making sure
that the WhereAt experience is easily accessible, robust
and of outstanding quality.

https://www.wegroup.be/


Dr. Maarten Vanhoof is WhereAt’s Data Advisor. Maarten is
an expert in the field of spatial data science and big data
analytics. As a renowned researcher, Maarten has been
working with some of the world's top universities
(University College London, MIT and NYU) and companies
like Foursquare on their big data challenges. He has won
several individual academic awards and led his team to
win Foursquare's 2018 big data challenge. As WhereAt's
Data Advisor, Maarten will be helping us understand and
interpret our big data flows so that we're able to make
informed decisions at any point in time.



Ruben, our Operational Advisor, is the co-founder and
CEO of NGRAVE, the world’s most secure hardware wallet.
Ruben holds a MSc in Business Engineering and is a
certified project management professional. Ruben has
successfully completed Oxford University’s Blockchain
Strategy program and holds several postgraduate
degrees. He was also selected as one of Belgium’s “40
Under 40” leaders of the future for 2021. Ruben will be
guiding us as we produce WhereAt’s in-app blockchain
wallet. Thanks to his efforts, we will ensure that our web3
Rate2Earn experience is smooth and most importantly,
bulletproof.

https://www.ngrave.io/


Ondrej Machacek, our Technical Advisor, is the Head of
the Blockchain Division of Cleevio, the developer of the
WhereAt dApp. Cleevio is a well known and renowned
software developer which has produced more than 120
custom software applications for a wide variety of clients.
Their blockchain division has produced custom software
for other renowned Web3 projects, such as Gamee and
Satoshi Labs. Ondrej is a skilled advisor and project
manager who has worked in this capacity since 2014.

https://cleev.io/


Notifications

WhereAt will use notifications in a non-intrusive yet nudging way to engage with Explorers and
Bohemians. This will allow them to fully enjoy the benefits of our Rate2Earn experience. We will
send them notifications, such as:

● Were you there at that location?
● Are you here at this location?
● Upvoting of reviews
● Interesting promotions of businesses nearby
● When someone follows your profile
● When you’ve earned a new Badge
● And much more…

In the profile section, users can set up their notifications just the way they like it.

WhereAt Online

BNB Smart Chain

We are developing our WhereAt dApp on the Binance Smart Chain Network because of the many
advantages the ecosystem holds.

As depicted below, BNB Smart Chain is quietly topping several chains in terms of activity, boasting
a greater amount of active daily users.



A second reason is the reliability of the network. BNB Smart Chain is able to process many
transactions in a fast and efficient manner, without experiencing extended periods of downtime.

Finally, BNB Smart Chain maintains low gas fees. WhereAt users will create a significant amount of
transactions, as we store every review on the blockchain. It is critical that our users are not
hindered by burdensome gas/transaction fees.



Project Addresses andWallets

To be announced!

Social Media Links

https://where-at.io

https://discord.gg/WhereAt

https://twitter.com/whereat_social

https://www.instagram.com/whereat_social

https://where-at.io/
https://discord.gg/WhereAt
https://twitter.com/whereat_social
https://www.instagram.com/whereat_social


Security, Conduct and Privacy

WhereAt aims to provide maximum security for every user. Everybody should be able to safely use
our app and participate carefree in the Rate2Earn movement. This is why we do not allow
jailbroken devices to participate in the WhereAt Universe.

Smart Contract Auditing
The WhereAt smart contracts will be audited by Solidity Finance and Certik.

2 Factor Authentication
WhereAt has integrated Google 2FA to safeguard user profiles and their in-app wallets. Always
store your backup keys carefully.

NSFWcontent

NSFW content is a violation of WhereAt's terms of use and will be subject to removal. We are
creating a family-friendly brand that radiates positivity and inclusion, while avoiding offensive
content. Our app should be considered childproof. Examples of NSFW content are pornography,
gore, violence, excessive profanity, hatefulness and so on. This applies but is not limited to:

● Pictures taken in the application
● Reviews made about venues
● Profile pictures and descriptions
● Links shared in the application



Possible Unsafe Venues

Because safety and inclusion are some of our top priorities, we will allow a flag feature in the
future for venues that are listed on WhereAt. Bohemians can use this flag feature to announce
that these businesses have engaged in health, discrimination, and/or safety issues.

WhereAt will check these claims, and if proven true, will delist these venues immediately.

Fairness

Reviews that show a conflict of interest or promote competitors may be subject to removal.

Cheating

As we aim to be a family friendly web3 brand that looks to be in the space for a long time,
WhereAt holds a very strict policy against cheating.

Using devices that have been jailbroken, rooted, or have an altered Operating System installed,
will result in WhereAt not working properly. GPS spoofing and hackware will result in a permanent
ban from our application.
We will develop a machine-learning WhereAt Anti-Cheating System (WACS) which will analyze if
Bohemians have exploited the WhereAt ecosystem. Appropriate actions will be taken by the
WhereAt team depending on the offense.

WhereAt is not to be held responsible for any loss of assets in the event of cheating.



Privacy

WhereAt treats user data with the utmost respect, and strictly follows Google’s and Apple’s Privacy
requirements. For more information, please read our Terms and Conditions.

FAQs

What is Rate2Earn?
With WhereAt, you can check-in at, rate, and review venues that you’re visiting IRL. You will get
rewarded for these contributions by earning our native utility token (WAT). This is an entirely new
concept which we call “Rate2Earn”, which stands for Rate-to-Earn.

Can I use the appwithout any tokens?
Yes. The WhereAt dApp is free to use by passive users (“Explorers”). You can use the app to find
new places and read reviews, and you won’t need any tokens or a crypto wallet for this.

Can I rate and reviewwithout any tokens?
No. To rate and review, in addition to the above, you will also need to get a blockchain wallet, send
some BNB to it, and buy an Avatar (NFT) from our marketplace. If your wallet contains a minimum
of one (1) Avatar, you will be an active user (“Bohemian”). This means you can start to check-in to
your IRL experiences, rating and reviewing, and earning WAT* tokens.



Will there be an Android version?
The first version of our app will be available for iOS devices in the Apple App Store. After this
release, we will start working on an Android version of the WhereAt dApp.

Whenwill your app be launched?
Our developers are hard at work; the first version of our app (MVP, the prototype version) will be
launched when all of its functions have been tested for public use.

Whenwill theWAT token be launched?
The WAT utility token will be launched after the first version of our app goes live for public use.

How can I earnWAT tokens?
WAT tokens can be earned by active users of the WhereAt dApp. To become an active user, you
will need a decentralized wallet with some BNB token in it, with which you will buy an Avatar (NFT)
in our in-app NFT marketplace. Once you have at least one (1) Avatar and a bit of BNB for gas fees,
you can start checking in during your IRL experiences: rating, reviewing and upvoting, and earning
WAT* tokens in the process.

I amnew to crypto, howdo I get started?
If you want to be an Explorer (passive user) and use our app to find destinations and ratings, you
can just download our app and get started.



If you want to become a Bohemian (active user) and use our app to Rate2Earn, you will need to
get started with crypto by setting up a decentralized wallet, such as Metamask. In later versions of
our app, you will be able to create a decentralized wallet within the app.

You will also need to sign up with a centralized crypto exchange that offers trading pairs for BNB,
such as Binance, KuCoin, Gate, MEXC or others. BNB is used to buy WhereAt NFTs (Avatars) and to
pay for gas fees, so you’ll need some of it if you want to become a Bohemian.

Why should I useWhereAt instead of GoogleMaps, Yelp or TripAdvisor?
WhereAt is a decentralized alternative to these platforms, which fosters real reviews and rewards
users for leaving honest feedback for all of their IRL experiences. Traditional review platforms are
often full of fake or extreme reviews. By rewarding people for reviews, written for places they’ve
visited, we bring balance and honesty to our app.

What’s the benefit of leaving a review?
By participating in our community-owned ecosystem, you help establish the web3 revolution of
review platforms. We appreciate your efforts to share fair and honest feedback with everyone! To
nurture and encourage your efforts, we offer tokenized rewards in WAT* tokens for each rating and
review that you share.

WAT is the utility token that plays a critical role in our ecosystem; it can be used to repair your NFTs
after intensive use, unlock higher reward levels, etc.

Do I need to listmy business in the app?
In the first version of our app, we retrieve business information from aggregator platforms such as
Google Maps. As a business owner, you can check your business details there to see if they are
correct and make any required changes.

In later versions of the WhereAt dApp, it will be possible for business owners to claim their business
and get unique insights into their performance in our app.

Can I promotemy business in the app?
In later versions of the WhereAt dApp, it will be possible to become a Verified Venue (VV) through
an upcoming subscription model. As a VV, you will more efficiently be able to tap into the web3

https://metamask.io/


customer base with special offers, engaging with Bohemians, promoting your venue, and much
more.

Howdo I unlock hidden Discord channels andwhat's the benefit?
Hidden channels in the WhereAt Discord server are exclusive to Bohemians. You can verify your
WAT token and Avatar holdings using your decentralized wallet, ONLY via the Collab.Land bot in
our Discord channel: #collabland-join. Do not connect your wallet anywhere else!

By verifying your WAT and WhereAt NFTs, hidden channels will be unlocked where you can discuss
WAT and NFT token utility, create community meetup events, find alpha about other projects or
the general crypto market, share your NFT art, etc.

If you don’t verify your holdings, these channels will remain invisible to you.

Somebodywho seems to be fromyour team sentme amessage, is it real?
No! The WhereAt team will never message you first, in any way. Real WhereAt teammembers will
only respond to conversations that users initiate with us, so this is most likely a scammer. If you’re
using Discord, for your safety, we recommend changing your settings as follows:

Open up your profile, open up Privacy and Safety, select “Keep me safe” and DISABLE the function
“Allow direct messages from server members”. This way, most scammers and spam bots will be
kept at bay. They will still be able to send you friend requests however, so be careful.

http://discord.gg/whereat


I found a link to use theWhereAt dApp online or connectmywallet, is it real?
Be very careful with links! For your own safety, we recommend you to only use links shared in our
#official-links channel in the WhereAt Discord server, or links that are shared directly from our
official Twitter account.

Any unofficial resources found online should be treated with extreme caution! Avoid suspicious
links and don’t connect your wallet anywhere, except with the official WhereAt dApp and the
#collabland-join channel in Discord to verify your token holdings.

http://discord.gg/whereat
https://twitter.com/WhereAtOfficial


Glossary

● Avatars: WhereAt NFTs
● Avatar Tier Multipliers (ATM): Multiplier to determine how much Wisdom Points a user gets,

for Common 1x, Popular 2x, Rare 3x and Epic 4x
● AS: Avatar Speciality. For each major venue category, there is an optimized Avatar Specialty
● Bohemian: An active WhereAt user who holds at least 1 NFT and can enjoy the entire

platform
● dApp: decentralized Application
● EP: Element Points. Each of the 6 Elements has a maximum of 10 points. As such every Avatar

can have a max total EP of 60
● Explorer: A passive WhereAt user. Read-only mode
● FVV: Frequently Visited Venue. Businesses that have a lot of check-ins and reviews, and

need less Bohemians to give an accurate description of the experience
● FW: Funding Wallet. Your own blockchain wallet which you will use to fund your Gaming

Wallet
● Generation (Gens): Avatars are released in different Generations. They represent a cohort of

batches being minted in the WhereAt Marketplace
● GW: Gaming Wallet. A custodial, in-app wallet which only holds BNB and WAT, used for each

of your actions in the WhereAt dApp
● OE: Overall Experience. The average star rating a venue receives from each WhereAt rating
● R2E: Rate2Earn. Where people get rewarded for participating in the review economy
● TC: Top Contribution. Reviews that are upvoted many times and reach impeccable status
● VV: Verified Venue. A registered business in the WhereAt Universe
● WAT: Native utility token of WhereAt
● WAT* (Earning(s)/Reward(s)Lose/Loss): A calculated function of culminated attributes

[Elements, Speciality, Tier, Level, History, and WAT token price]
● WIN: WhereAt Influencer
● WPR: WAT Per Review. Amount of WAT tokens you earn for every review you make
● WPC: WAT Per Check-in. Amount of WAT tokens you earn for every check-in



Disclaimer

The contents of this document should not be regarded as a financial promotion. None of the
information or analyses presented are intended to form the basis for any investment decision and
no specific recommendations are intended. Therefore, none of the contents of this document
serve as an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort of investment activity. This document is
not intended to be a prospectus, solicitation, inducement or offering for investment or the sale or
issuance of securities or any interests or assets.

The information in this document is given in good faith, but no warranties, guarantees or
representations are made by WhereAt with regard to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of
the information presented. WhereAt expressly disclaims any and all responsibility, and recipients
expressly waive any claim, for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind
whatsoever (whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any
information contained in this document or any information which is made available in connection
with any further inquiries, (ii) any error, omission, or inaccuracy in any such information, (iii) any
action resulting therefrom or (iv) usage or acquisition of products. This disclaimer applies
notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care.

WhereAt may update, modify or correct this document in its sole discretion, without notice or
incurring any obligation or liability to any recipient hereof. This document shall not bind, convey
any rights, obligations, terms, performance, covenants, representations or warranties on behalf of
WhereAt to the recipient, or create any relationship between WhereAt and any recipient or any
other party.


